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Abstract 
Freelancers in the online gig economy are often studied 
as ungendered users who have the additional financial, 
informational, and emotional support of a professional 
support network. Yet, emerging research in computer-
supported cooperative work (CSCW) suggests that 
workers must develop their own support networks to 
learn about clients, develop skills, and become 
successful workers. Further, their success using online 
work platforms can differ by gender. In this paper, we 
review our recent work studying gender inequalities in 
bill rate on one of the world’s largest online labor 
marketplaces. We conclude with our plans for future 
work, including studying rate-setting processes of 
online freelancers and peer support for freelancers in 
an online portfolio community. We hope that by 
engaging in discussions around solidarity with 
workshop participants, we can strengthen our 
understanding of equity and inclusion and further align 
our research with the goals of feminist human-
computer interaction (HCI) scholars.  
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Introduction and Background 
More and more, men and women in the United States 
(US) are freelancing or working as independent 
contractors [18,24]. The online gig economy, which 
includes tens of millions of independent contractors 
exchanging labor through digital means across the 
globe, increasingly provides job opportunities for this 
population [17]. To tackle some of tough challenges of 
coordinating online work at scale (e.g., [19]), many 
researchers of the gig economy study its participants as 
ungendered users [2] who have the additional financial, 
informational, and emotional support of a professional 
support network (e.g., [13]). This has allowed for vast 
improvements in the effectiveness of different methods 
for motivating and selecting workers to provide high-
quality output (e.g., [5,19]).   

Yet, not all workers who participate in online work 
platforms are the same. It is no longer sufficient to 
continue studying workers without understanding the 
unique challenges of online work, specifically those 
connected to dimensions of social identity such as 
gender and age. Several initiatives have helped 
workers learn about potential clients to avoid 
exploitation (e.g., Turkopticon [16]), develop useful 
skills to increase their job prospects (Atelier [22]), form 
coalitions to shape online labor regulations [21], and 
share knowledge and emotional support to sustain their 
livelihood (e.g., TurkerNation [14,20,27]). Moreover, 
female workers earn and receive reviews at different 
rates than male workers [6,15]. In online communities 
that support creative freelancers, women receive less 

attention from the community than men, which could 
impact their employability [26]. Moreover, older adults 
doing paid crowdwork face unique challenges accessing 
tasks and understanding the purpose of crowdwork [4]. 
Researchers need to understand the experiences of 
these more marginalized users in online work 
platforms.  

If researchers studied online work platforms from the 
perspective of marginalized users, we could refine our 
understanding of the motivations and challenges faced 
by workers. This could also be useful to researchers of 
other socio-technical systems, as online workers often 
rely on multiple systems to support their work, 
including online marketplaces, portfolio communities, 
and conferencing tools. As design researchers, this 
understanding could help us design pluralistic work 
platforms for various groups of people that can increase 
the satisfaction and productivity of both workers and 
clients. Therefore, our goal as researchers is to design 
more inclusive online work platforms and tools given 
the different kinds of support that online workers need 
and broader gender differences in society.  

Following Bardzell’s [2] call for more systematic 
integrations of feminist concepts in HCI research, we 
will discuss our recent work studying gender differences 
in hourly bill rate in an online labor marketplace. Then, 
we discuss our plans to build on this research by 
interviewing and observing how female and male 
workers decide on their online bill rates. As CSCW 
researchers expand the capabilities of crowdwork to 
support creative tasks (e.g., [25]), it becomes crucial 
to understand how online work platforms and tools can 
specifically support freelancers in creative industries. 
Hence, we extend our research agenda by examining 



 

how online portfolio communities can be designed to 
support more helpful, career-focused discussions for 
freelancers in the domain of visual design. Our recent 
and upcoming work will help scholars better understand 
the challenges of online work for creative freelancers to 
develop more helpful online support tools.  

Our Work: Understanding Gender 
Inequalities in Bill Rate in the Gig Economy 
In the traditional labor market, women employed in the 
US have consistently earned less than men owing to 
differences in hours spent working for pay, penalties for 
having flexible work arrangements, and pay 
expectations (e.g., [11,23]). While online labor 
marketplaces, such as Upwork [28], Uber [29], 
TaskRabbit [30], and Freelancer [31] have the potential 
to mitigate the gender pay gap by providing more 
flexible workplaces where labor can be provided on the 
worker’s schedule, gender inequalities remain with 
regard to pay in fixed-context platforms (i.e., driving 
for Uber [6,29]) and reviews in platforms that offer 
various services (i.e., Fiverr [15,32]). However, 
researchers still have little understanding of how 
gender differences can influence rate-setting in 
platforms that more closely resemble the traditional 
market, offer a variety of services, and allow workers to 
set their own rates, such as Upwork [28] and 
Freelancer [31].  

To close this knowledge gap, we analyzed the hourly 
bill rates of 48,018 US workers on Upwork [28], one of 
the largest online labor marketplaces in the world by 
earnings [1,9]. On Upwork [28], workers create profiles 
that include their offline work experience and 
education, and their acquired online work experience 
(e.g., client reviews, skill tests). Workers then bid on 

projects in a variety of job categories, such as IT and 
Networking, and Design and Creative, that pay on a 
fixed-rate or hourly basis. Following prior work [10,15], 
we inferred workers’ gender as male or female using 
their first names as input for the genderComputer 
Python package.  

Controlling for online and offline work experience, 
highest level of education, and job category, we 
discovered that female workers (median = $26.00) 
asked for just 74% of male workers’ median hourly bill 
rate (median = $35.00); through a causal inference 
analysis, we further determined that women earned 
$6.28 less on average than men with similar 
characteristics. Nonetheless, women worked more 
median hours in certain job categories than men, which 
meant they matched or surpassed men in estimated 
total earnings on the platform. While our findings start 
an important conversation about gender and earnings 
in the online gig economy, our study’s limitations (e.g., 
lack of insight into rate-setting decisions and focus on 
binary genders) need to be addressed with additional 
qualitative research.  

Discussion and Future Work 
Understanding Female Worker Motivations for Setting 
Lower Bill Rates 
We will build on our findings by examining male and 
female workers’ rate-setting processes in online labor 
marketplaces. We will conduct in-depth interviews and 
surveys with workers to understand the information 
they consider when setting rates, including if and what 
strategies they use to become more successful with 
clients. Surveys with samples of workers in different 
marketplaces will allow us to collect valuable self-
reported data we would not otherwise have access to. 



 

For example, participants would be able to identify as 
non-binary genders, which are outside of the current 
capabilities of gender inferencing software packages. 
We would also gain access to participants’ actual 
earnings data and their bill rates over time, not only for 
projects that were billed hourly, but also fixed-rate 
projects. We hypothesize that women may be setting 
lower bill rates as a way to underbid other workers and 
gain employment [12]. However, they may also be 
setting lower rates to avoid negative evaluations from 
clients (e.g., [3]). Interviews and surveys with workers 
in online labor marketplaces could significantly improve 
our understanding of these gender differences in bill 
rate in the gig economy.  

Online Peer Support for Male and Female Creative 
Freelancers 
In addition to equal pay, freelancers in online work 
platforms need a professional network to share 
knowledge and emotional support to sustain their 
livelihood (e.g., [14,20]). Given the CSCW and HCI 
communities’ growing interest in crowdsourcing 
creative tasks (e.g., [8,19,25]), we are expanding our 
research agenda to understand the needs of freelancers 
in creative domains, such as visual design, who 
especially rely on social networks to earn a living [7]. 
Through 22 formative interviews with visual design 
freelancers, we learned that this community rarely 
receives helpful peer support in online portfolio 
communities, such as Dribbble [33] and Behance [34]. 
Instead of learning why some projects receive more or 
less attention than others, freelancers often receive 
shallow praise in peer comments. We developed a 
visualization to encourage peers to provide helpful 
comments comparing a designer’s project with their 
body of work. The visualization explicitly prompts 

commenters to compare projects and displays 
thumbnails of other projects in the portfolio, with 
overlaid graphs of social metrics such as ‘views’ and 
‘appreciations.’ We will test our visualization in an 
experiment and compare the experiences of male and 
female designers in both writing and receiving 
comments. Because men and women form connections 
differently in online design communities [26], we 
hypothesize that they will write comments that are 
received differently by the original owners of the design 
projects.  

Conclusion 
Understanding and supporting the needs of freelancers 
who rely on online labor marketplaces and other 
platforms to sustain their livelihood is a critical goal for 
HCI and CSCW researchers today. Our recent work 
suggests that gender differences, workers’ earnings, 
and peer support must stand more prominently in this 
research agenda if we are to truly make online 
freelancing and the gig economy more inclusive. We 
hope that through discussions with other workshop 
participants, we will exchange helpful feedback to 
strengthen scholarship focused on equity and inclusion. 
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